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ABSTRACT
Determining the way in which deleterious mutations interact in their effects on fitness is crucial to

numerous areas in population genetics and evolutionary biology. For example, if each additional mutation
leads to a greater decrease in log fitness than the last (synergistic epistasis), then the evolution of sex and
recombination may be favored to facilitate the elimination of deleterious mutations. However, there is a
severe shortage of relevant data. Three relatively simple experimental methods to test for epistasis between
deleterious mutations in haploid species have recently been proposed. These methods involve crossing
individuals and examining the mean and/or skew in log fitness of the offspring and parents. The main
aim of this paper is to formalize these methods, and determine the most effective way in which tests for
epistasis could be carried out. We show that only one of these methods is likely to give useful results:
crossing individuals that have very different numbers of deleterious mutations, and comparing the mean
log fitness of the parents with that of their offspring. We also reconsider experimental data collected on
Chlamydomonas moewussi using two of the three methods. Finally, we suggest how the test could be applied
to diploid species.

DETERMINING the way in which deleterious muta- tion because a relatively large number of deleterious
mutations will be eliminated from sexual populationstions interact in their effects on fitness is crucial to
in the low quality offspring that have particularly highnumerous areas in population genetics and evolutionary
numbers of deleterious mutations. Given a sufficientbiology (reviewed by Kondrashov 1993). These interac-
mutation rate, this advantage can be more than suffi-tions may take three forms: (1) independently (multipli-
cient to balance the two-fold cost of sex. However, evi-cative selection), (2) each additional mutation leading
dence for synergistic epistasis comes primarily from theto a greater decrease in log fitness than the last (syner-
non-linear fitness decline in a mutation accumulationgistic epistasis), or (3) each additional mutation leading
experiment with Drosophila melanogaster (Mukai 1969),to a smaller decrease in log fitness than the last (antago-
and several possible problems with such experimentsnistic epistasis). It is convenient to work in log fitness
have been pointed out (Keightley 1996).because on this scale the three possibilities can be distin-

de Visser et al. (1996, 1997a) have recently suggestedguished by the different relations that they predict with
that tests for epistasis between deleterious mutationsthe number of deleterious mutations (Charlesworth

can be conducted in haploid species by crossing two1990; Figure 1). Multiplicative selection leads to log
individuals and examining the mean and/or skew infitness decreasing linearly with increasing number of
log fitness of their offspring (before selection has takenmutations. In contrast, synergistic and antagonistic epi-
place). They used their techniques to test for synergisticstases lead to nonlinear curves, with the slope declining
epistasis in Chlamydomonas moewussi, a haploid unicellu-more (concave) and less (convex) steeply as the number
lar algae. This novel approach is particularly importantof deleterious mutations increases, respectively.
because it provides a relatively simple way to experimen-Many theoretical studies have relied on the assump-
tally test for synergistic epistasis. Here, we extend thetion that deleterious mutations interact with synergistic
underlying theory, and determine the most effectiveepistasis. For example, if deleterious mutations interact
way in which tests for epistasis could be carried out. Wewith synergistic epistasis then sexual reproduction and
also reconsider the experimental data on C. moewussirecombination provide an advantage over asexual re-
that de Visser et al. (1996, 1997a) collected using twoproduction because they enable individuals to better
of these methods. Finally, we suggest how the test couldeliminate deleterious mutations (the Mutational Deter-
be applied to diploid species.ministic hypothesis; Kondrashov 1982, 1984; Charles-

worth 1990). Synergistic epistasis leads to this predic-

MEAN LOG FITNESS

de Visser et al. (1996) pointed out that, in a haploid
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a lower mean log fitness. In contrast, if the two parents
have very different numbers of deleterious mutations,
then their variance in numbers of deleterious mutations
will be greater than that amongst their offspring, and
so synergistic epistasis would lead to the offspring having
a greater mean log fitness.

We now formalize and quantify the above argument.
Consider two haploid parents which have exactly n1 and
n2 deleterious mutations, respectively. The mean (Mp)
and variance (Vp) in the number of deleterious muta-
tions per individual in the parents (or their combined
asexual offspring) are Mp 5 (n1 1 n2)/2, and Vp 5
(n1 2 n2)2/4, respectively. In contrast, assuming random
segregation and free recombination, the mean (Mo) and
variance (Vo) in the number of deleterious mutations

Figure 1.—The relationship between log fitness and num-
carried by the offspring can be obtained by summingber of deleterious mutations. The lines represent the three
two binomial distributions, and are given by Mo 5 (n1 1ways in which deleterious mutations may interact in their

effects on fitness: antagonistic epistasis (a 5 0.02, b 5 n2)/2, and Vo 5 (n1 1 n2)/4, respectively. Notice that,
20.00008); multiplicative selection (a 5 0.025, b 5 0), and although the means are identical, the variances differ.
synergistic epistasis (a 5 0.002, b 5 0.0008). Two important limiting cases, which confirm the verbal

arguments given above, are: (1) if n1 5 n2 then Vp 5 0,
and so Vo . Vp (assuming n1 . 0), and (2) if n1 À n2ally produced offspring) can provide information about
then Vp . Vo (Vp ≈ n1

2/4; Vo ≈ n1/4).the way in which deleterious mutations interact. The
In order to determine the difference in mean logsexually produced offspring of a cross between two indi-

viduals will, due to random segregation and recombina- fitness between offspring and parents, it is necessary to
tion, have a symmetrical (i.e., binomial) distribution of assume a relationship between the number of deleteri-
mutations per individual, with the mean equal to that ous mutations and fitness. Following Charlesworth

of their parents. If deleterious mutations interact multi- (1990) we assume that log fitness (w) follows a quadratic
plicatively, then the mean offspring log fitness will equal function with the number of deleterious mutations (n):
the mean log fitness of the parent lines. However, if
deleterious mutations show epistasis, then the mean log log(w) 5 21an 1

b

2
n22 . (1)

fitness of the offspring lines can differ from that of their
parents. If the parents have identical or very similar

The various ways in which deleterious mutations interactnumbers of deleterious mutations, then the mean off-
are then represented by: b . 0 (synergistic epistasis);spring log fitness is predicted to be lower (synergistic
b 5 0 (multiplicative selection), and b , 0 (antagonisticepistasis) or greater (antagonistic epistasis) than that
epistasis). The ratio b/a measures the degree of epista-of their parents. In contrast, if the parents have very
sis (Charlesworth et al. 1990). This quadratic relation-different numbers of deleterious mutations, then the
ship was chosen to facilitate comparison with previousmean offspring log fitness is predicted to be greater
studies, and because it allows for a wide variety of forms(synergistic epistasis) or lower (antagonistic epistasis)
of epistasis.than that of their parents.

We present results for a wide range of values of a andThese predictions can be understood intuitively by
b, representing a variety of forms of epistasis. Mukai’scomparing the variance in the number of deleterious
(1969) mutation accumulation experiment with D. mela-mutations amongst sexually produced offspring with
nogaster suggested that the values of a and b are: 0.002that amongst their two parents. For example, with syner-
and 0.0008, respectively, when deleterious mutationsgistic epistasis, increasing the variance in the number
are heterozygous (assuming that the coefficient of domi-of deleterious mutations decreases the mean log fitness
nance is 0.2), and 0.014 and 0.011, respectively, whenbecause of the particularly low fitness experienced by
deleterious mutations are homozygous (Crow 1970;individuals with high numbers of deleterious mutations
Charlesworth 1990). The homozygous coefficients(or relatively high fitness of individuals with intermedi-
may be more appropriate for haploids. However, in theate numbers of deleterious mutations). If the two par-
discussion we suggest that these methods can also beents have equal (or very similar) numbers of deleterious
applied to diploids, and so present results over parame-mutations then they will have zero (or very small) vari-
ter values that include both of these possibilities. Inance in the number of deleterious mutations. Conse-
addition, it has been suggested that Mukai’s experimentquently, the variance in the number of deleterious mu-
may have overestimated the extent of epistasis (Keight-tations amongst the offspring will be greater and so

synergistic epistasis would lead to the offspring having ley 1996; Charlesworth 1998). An important general
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point to note here is that different ranges in the num-
bers of deleterious mutations per parent should be con-
sidered for different values of a and b. For example,
when a and b are 0.002 and 0.0008, respectively, 75
deleterious mutations are required for the fitness of an
individual to fall below 0.01. In contrast, with values of
0.014 and 0.011 for a and b, only 20 deleterious muta-
tions are required for such a decline in fitness.

In order to use Equation 1 to calculate the mean log
fitness of parents and their offspring, we must calculate
the mean fitness of a group of individuals with a given
mean (n) and variance (Vn) in the number of deleterious
mutations per individual. The mean of the number of
mutations squared will be given by the equation n2 5

n 2 1 Vn , and so the mean log fitness will be

log(w) 5 21an 1
b

2
(n 2 1 Vn)2 (2)

Figure 2.—The predicted difference in mean log fitness
(Charlesworth and Barton 1996). Note that, with between offspring and their parents, when the parents have

equal numbers of deleterious mutations. The lines representsynergistic epistasis, increasing the variance in deleteri-
different values of b; variation in a has no effect. The linesous mutations leads to a decrease in log fitness. The
in which b 5 0.011 and b 5 0.002 are only continued up

mean log fitness of the parents (wp) and their offspring until when each parent has 30 and 75 deleterious mutations,
(wo) can be calculated by substituting Mp , Vp , Mo and Vo respectively, because above this their fitness would be incredi-

bly low (,0.00001 even if a 5 0).into Equation 2. The difference in mean log fitness
between the offspring and their parents [Dlog(w) 5

log(wo) 2 log(wp)] is given by
for realistic values of b, are extremely small and would
be very hard to detect experimentally.Dlog(w) 5

b

8
(n2

1 1 n2
2 2 2n1n2 2 n1 2 n2)

We shall now consider the case where two parents
have different numbers of deleterious mutations. Some

5
b

2
(Vp 2 Vo) . (3) examples are plotted in Figure 3 and illustrate two

points. First, the number of deleterious mutations in
the two parents need only differ by a small amount toThe difference in mean log fitness is linearly related to
predict a difference in mean log fitness equal to zero orthe extent of epistasis (b), and the difference in variance
in the opposite direction to that predicted with exactlyof numbers of deleterious mutations per individual be-
equal numbers of deleterious mutations. This will be atween parents and their offspring (Vp 2 Vo). The value
problem if the number of deleterious mutations in eachof a does not enter into Equation 3, and so has no
parent cannot be directly measured and so must beeffect on the predicted difference. Note that, for small
inferred. Consequently, when crossing two lines withchanges in fitness, log(wo) 2 log(wp) ≈ wo 2 wp (Burt

approximately equal numbers of deleterious mutations,1995).
all possible results could be explained by synergistic orLet us first consider the case where the two parents
antagonistic epistasis!have equal numbers of deleterious mutations (n1 5 n2 5

The second point illustrated by Figure 3 is that cross-Mp). Equation 3 then simplifies to
ing lines with very different numbers of deleterious mu-
tations can lead to much larger differences in mean log

Dlog(w) 5 2
bMp

4 fitness than crossing lines with the same number of
deleterious mutations. Furthermore, these differences

[Figure 2; following Charlesworth (1990), only a nar- should be large enough to be experimentally detectable.
row range of negative b values are shown]. Variation in Crossing lines with relatively low numbers of deleterious
a has no effect. Larger differences in log fitness are mutations with lines with relatively large numbers of
predicted with greater numbers of deleterious muta- deleterious mutations would, therefore, appear to be
tions. So, if one were testing for epistasis it would be the best way to use differences in mean log fitness to
better to do so with lines that had accumulated large test for epistasis between deleterious mutations.
numbers of deleterious mutations. However, it should Mean log fitness, equilibrium populations and the re-
also be noted that, even with large numbers of deleteri- combination load:In any population at equilibrium, there

will be variation in the number of deleterious mutationsous mutations, the predicted differences in log fitness,
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TABLE 1

The average difference between mean offspring log
fitness and mean parent log fitness (recombination

load) in sexual populations at equilibrium

Deleterious mutations
per individual

Average difference
Mutation rate Mean Variance in log fitness
(U) (n) (Vn) (Dlog(w))

2.0 50.8 49.2 20.000320
1.5 43.6 42.4 20.000240
1.0 35.0 34.2 20.000160
0.5 24.1 23.7 20.000080
0.1 9.8 9.8 20.000014

All cases, moderate synergistic epistasis was assumed (a 5
0.002, b 5 0.0008). The values for n and Vn are from Charles-

worth (1990), and differ due to the linkage disequilibrium
that is caused by epistasis.

worth 1990; Barton 1995). Substituting into Equation
3, the mean difference between mean offspring log fit-
ness and mean parent log fitness [Dlog(w)] will be

Dlog(w) 5
b

4
(Vn 2 n) . (4)

This value increases with the extent of epistasis (b), and
as the difference between the mean and the variance
in number of deleterious mutations per individual in-
creases (see also Charlesworth and Barton 1996).
Note also that increasing the extent of epistasis leads
to greater linkage disequilibrium, and so increases the
difference between the mean and the variance in num-
ber of deleterious mutations per individual (Charles-Figure 3.—The predicted difference in mean log fitness

between offspring and their parents as the number of deleteri- worth 1990; Barton 1995; Charlesworth and Bar-

ous mutations in one parent (n2) varies. The other parent is
ton 1996).

assumed to have a fixed number of deleterious mutations (n1).
Charlesworth (1990) calculated the mean and the(A) Synergistic epistasis. (B) Antagonistic epistasis.

variance in number of deleterious mutations per indi-
vidual for five different genomic deleterious mutation

per individual. Consequently, random mating with either rates. In all cases, moderate synergistic epistasis was as-
synergistic or antagonistic epistasis may lead to a decrease sumed (a 5 0.002, b 5 0.0008). The subsequent pre-
in mean log fitness with some matings, and an increase dicted mean difference between mean offspring log fit-
with others. The aim of this section is to consider: (1) the ness and mean parent log fitness are given in Table 1.
change in mean log fitness that is predicted from random This table illustrates two points about the predicted
mating in a sexual population with synergistic epistasis, difference: in all cases it is extremely small (,0.0004),
and (2) how often the difference in numbers of deleteri- making it practically impossible to detect experimen-
ous mutations, between two individuals drawn at ran- tally (see also Charlesworth and Barton 1996); and
dom from a population, will be large enough to predict it rises with the mutation rate, because of an increasing
that their offspring have a higher mean log fitness. In difference between the mean and variance in the num-
addition to testing for synergistic epistasis these results ber of deleterious mutations per individual. It is worth
have implications for the possible role of deleterious noting here that the above predictions assume that fit-
mutations in causing a recombination load (an immedi- ness itself is measured. While it is the actual fitness that
ate reduction in fitness due to recombination; Charles- determines the variance in the number of deleterious
worth and Barton 1996). mutations, it will often only be experimentally possible

Consider a haploid population in which the number to measure a component of fitness.
of deleterious mutations per individual is normally distrib- We also carried out simulations in order to determine

how often the difference in numbers of deleterious mu-uted with a given mean (n) and variance (Vn) (Charles-
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TABLE 2

The difference between mean offspring log fitness and mean parent log fitness
(recombination load) in simulated sexual populations

Observed deleterious
mutations per individualb

Mean difference Proportion of
Mutation rate Mean Variance in log fitness matings in which
(U) (n) (Vn) (Dlog(w))a Dlog(w).0

2.0 50.74 45.82 20.000788 (0.001081) 0.312
1.5 43.74 41.34 20.000955 (0.000959) 0.320
1.0 34.83 33.98 20.000126 (0.000980) 0.314
0.5 24.14 22.36 20.000400 (0.000575) 0.292
0.1 9.88 9.54 20.000145 (0.000244) 0.284

Deleterious mutations were assumed to be normally distributed, with the mean and variance predicted for
that mutation rate (Table 1; Charlesworth 1990). In all cases, moderate synergistic epistasis was assumed
(a 5 0.002, b 5 0.0008).

a 95% confidence intervals are shown in parentheses.
b Observed in 1000 simulated individuals.

tations, between two individuals drawn at random from data (e.g., environmental or measurement) is likely to
make more negative values of Dlog(w) become positivea population, is large enough to predict that their off-

spring have a higher mean log fitness. We assumed a than vice versa. This would make acceptance of the null
hypothesis more likely (type II error). In addition, thisnormal distribution, and randomly assigned mutations

to 1000 individuals in 500 mating pairs. The mean log problem would be increased if there was skew in the
error. Nonetheless, these results also emphasise the im-offspring fitness and mean log parent fitness were calcu-

lated for each mating pair, and the process repeated portance of crossing numerous distinct lines (i.e., repli-
cation at the line level); 30% of matings between individ-for each of the values of n and Vn corresponding to the

mutation rates examined by Charlesworth (1990). uals that came from the same population, and so might
have been expected to have “similar” numbers of delete-The results are given in Table 2. As predicted, very small

differences between mean offspring log fitness and rious mutations, resulted in the variance in numbers of
deleterious mutations per individual being greater inmean parent log fitness were observed. These differ-

ences were not significantly different from zero, despite the parents than in their offspring (Vp . Vo). In these
matings, the mean offspring log fitness is predicted tosample sizes of 500 and no measurement error, dem-

onstrating how difficult they would be to detect experi- be greater than the mean parent log fitness.
Equation 4 predicts the recombination load due tomentally. However, in all cases, approximately 30% of the

matings led to the mean offspring log fitness being higher epistasis between deleterious mutations in a haploid
sexual population at equilibrium. This equation wouldthan the mean parent log fitness (Dlog(w) . 0). In these

matings the number of deleterious mutations in the two also hold for a diploid species in which all deleterious
mutations were heterozygous. Our results (Tables 1 andparents were different enough that their variance was

more than in their offspring (Vp . Vo). The reason why 2) therefore agree with Charlesworth and Barton

(1996), that this is too small to be able to explain thethere were only very small average differences overall,
is that the difference in mean log fitness between par- recombination load that has been observed in experi-

ments with D. melanogaster.ents and their offspring is larger when the offspring log
fitness is greater (the parents have different numbers
of deleterious mutations; Figure 3), than when the off-

SKEW IN OFFSPRING LOG FITNESS
spring log fitness is lower (the parents have “similar”
numbers of deleterious mutations; Figure 2). de Visser et al. (1997a) pointed out that, in a haploid

species, examining whether the distribution of log fit-These results illustrate a possibly important point to
bear in mind when crossing lines with “similar” levels of ness amongst the offspring of sexual crosses are symmet-

rical or skewed can provide information about the waymutations and examining the change in mean log fitness.
The fact that approximately 70% of matings led to the in which deleterious mutations interact. As noted above,

these offspring will have a symmetrical distribution ofmean offspring log fitness being lower than the mean
parent log fitness (Dlog(w) , 0) suggests that it might be mutations per individual, with the mean equal to that

of their parents. If deleterious mutations interact multi-useful to cross numerous different lines and then analyze
the results with a sign test. However, because |Dlog(w)| plicatively, then the distribution of offspring log fitness

will also be symmetrical. However, if deleterious muta-is, on average, smaller when negative, any variance in the
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tions show epistasis, then this distribution will be skewed. rising numbers of deleterious mutations. Between these
two extremes there will be a large range of values of aSynergistic epistasis would lead to a negative skew, and

antagonistic epistasis to a positive skew. As with mean and b where the skew will peak at intermediate numbers
of deleterious mutations. The most important conse-log fitness, this is due to the effects of the relatively low

(synergistic epistasis) or high (antagonistic epistasis) quence of this variable relationship is that it would be
almost impossible to carry out control crosses wherefitness of individuals with relatively large numbers of

deleterious mutations. one would expect less skew due to deleterious muta-
tions. Such a control would be crucial to allow for epista-If we assume that deleterious mutations are normally

distributed in the progeny (Charlesworth 1990; Bar- sis between favorable alleles, a point that we shall return
to in the discussion.ton 1995; Charlesworth and Barton 1996), then by

taking moments over Equation 1, the skew in offspring Another possible problem with this method is that,
when measuring fitness, there may be skew in the error.log fitness (g1) simplifies to
This could arise environmentally or through the method
by which fitness is estimated. The crucial point here is
that such a source of variation generates a third momentg1 5

21M 3
pb3

8
1

3M 2
pb(a 1 Mpb)2

4 2
1M

2
pb2

8
1

Mp(a 1 Mpb)2

2 2
3/2 . (5)

which would increase with the variance. In order for
this to have no effect on the predicted skew it would
require the extremely restrictive assumption that this

The numerator represents the third central moment of third moment scale with the variance 3/2.
log fitness, while the denominator is the cube of its
standard deviation. Example relationships for different

DISCUSSIONvalues of a and b are given in Figure 4, and illustrate
three important points. First, as expected, synergistic

de Visser et al. (1996, 1997a) suggested three meth-
epistasis leads to a negative skew, and antagonistic epis- ods to test for epistasis between deleterious mutations
tasis to a positive skew. Second, the predicted values of in haploid species: (1) crossing two individuals with
skew are very small for realistic parameter estimates, similar numbers of deleterious mutations and compar-
and would be very hard to detect experimentally. For ing the mean log fitness of the two parent lines with
large samples (n . 150) the standard error of the skew their offspring; (2) crossing two individuals with very
statistic is ≈ √6/n (Sokal and Rohlf 1981), and so the different numbers of deleterious mutations and com-
minimum sample size required to detect a certain paring the mean log fitness of the two parent lines
amount of skew, assuming no error variance in the fit- with their offspring, and (3) examining whether the
ness estimates, will be ≈ 24/g1

2, which will be very large distribution of log fitness amongst sexually produced
for the values of skew predicted here. For example, offspring is symmetrical or skewed. Our results suggests
the minimum sample sizes required to detect the skew that method 2 (crossing two individuals with very differ-
predicted by the estimates from D. melanogaster (a 5 ent numbers of deleterious mutations) is by far the best
0.002, b 5 0.0008) are several hundred for most mean method, and the only one likely to give clear results.
numbers of deleterious mutations in the parents. Repli- There are several problems with the other two meth-
cating such experiments could be extremely hard. ods. Method 1 (crossing two individuals with similar

Finally, the shape of the relationship between pre- numbers of deleterious mutations) is unsuitable be-
dicted skew and mean number of deleterious mutations cause: (i) the number of the deleterious mutations in
depends upon the values of a and b. Equation 5 predicts the two parents need only differ by a small amount to
a domed or inverse domed shape, reaching a maxi- give a difference in mean log fitness between parents
mum/minimum when ]g1/dMp 5 0, which occurs when and their offspring equal to zero or in the opposite
Mp 5 a/b (synergistic epistasis; b . 0) or when Mp 5 direction to that predicted with exactly equal numbers
2a/b (antagonistic epistasis; b , 0). With synergistic of deleterious mutations, (ii) even when the two parents
epistasis, the maximum predicted skew is 2(a3/8 1 have exactly the same number of deleterious mutations,
3a4/b)/(a2/8 1 2a3/b)3/2, which increases with b and it predicts very small differences in mean log fitness,
decreases with a. The form of the relationship between and (iii) because such small differences are predicted,
skew and number of deleterious mutations, over the it is hard to carry out a control where smaller differences
appropriate range of mean number of deleterious muta- are predicted due to epistasis between deleterious muta-
tions in the parents, therefore depends upon the relative tions. Method 3 (testing for skew in log fitness) is un-
magnitude of a and b. For example, if a .. b then likely to give clear results because: (i) the predicted
the maximum skew occurs with very high mean numbers relationship between skew and average number of dele-
of deleterious mutations, and so the magnitude of skew terious mutations can be domed, and so it is impossible
will generally increase with rising numbers of deleteri- to carry out control crosses where one would expect
ous mutations. In contrast, if a ≈ b, then the maximum less skew due to epistasis between deleterious mutations,
skew occurs with only one deleterious mutation in each (ii) very small values of skew are predicted that would

be very hard to detect statistically, (iii) the enormousparent, and so the magnitude of skew will decrease with
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Figure 4.—The relationship between predicted skew and mean number of deleterious mutations in the parents Mp. (A)
Synergistic epistasis (a 5 0.002, b 5 variable). (B) Synergistic epistasis (a 5 0.014, b 5 variable). (C) Synergistic epistasis (a 5
variable, b 5 0.0008). (D) Antagonistic epistasis (a 5 0.02, b 5 variable).

sample sizes required to detect skew in a cross between ing individuals with different numbers of deleterious
mutations), where large differences in mean log fitnesstwo lines means that it would be hard to replicate with

crosses between different parents, and (iv) it does not are predicted.
The methods that examine mean log fitness (methodsallow for skew in the error.

The problems for methods 1 and 3 would be in- 1 and 2) require assumptions to be made about the num-
ber of deleterious mutations in different individuals (decreased by experimental measurement (replication) er-

ror, which our theoretical predictions do not take into Visser et al. 1996, 1997a). The number of deleterious
mutations in an individual will never be exactly known,account. The importance of this would depend enor-

mously upon the type of organism used in any experi- and so must be inferred by their relative fitness. This is
a problem because the fitness consequences and formments. If a species is being used where genotypes can

be cloned and replicated to a high degree, then the of epistasis of deleterious mutations differ (Keightley

1994, 1996; Whitlock et al. 1995; Elena and Lenskiproblem can be effectively ignored. However, if this is
not possible, then it could make detecting small effects 1997; Otto and Feldman 1997). For example, a reduc-

tion in fitness of 4% could be caused by one mutationmuch harder. This would increase the problems for
methods 1 and 3, where very small effects are predicted. reducing fitness 4% or by two mutations which each re-

duce fitness by 2%. This is particularly a problem for theIt would be much less of a problem for method 2 (cross-
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method that involves crossing individuals with “approxi- ual population bottlenecks, as benign conditions as pos-
sible to minimize selection, and asexual reproduction.mately” equal numbers of mutations (method 1). How-

ever, this problem will be reduced in crosses between Mutations should be accumulated in several indepen-
dent replicate lines. Mutation accumulation could beindividuals with very different fitnesses (method 2), be-

cause the fitness consequences of deleterious mutations speeded up with artificial mutagens. The experimental
crosses would come from crossing the mutation accumu-are thought to be generally small (Mukai et al. 1972;

Ohnishi 1977a,b; Crow and Simmons 1983; Keight- lation lines with individuals from the base populations.
The control crosses would be to cross individuals fromley 1994, 1996; Keightley and Ohnishi 1998; Kibota

and Lynch 1996; but see Keightley and Caballero the base populations.
Control crosses are crucial because similar differences1997). Consequently, large fitness differences between

individuals are likely to represent large numbers of dele- in mean log fitness, or skew, could be predicted by
epistasis between beneficial alleles. Indeed, the inabilityterious mutations. Replicating crosses with different par-

ent lines would reduce the possibilities that mutations to carry out a control is the biggest problem for method
3 (testing for skew in log fitness). Our proposed controlof small effects were usually the cause of fitness de-

creases, but that one had unfortunately chosen to cross for method 2 is to cross individuals with similar and low
levels of deleterious mutations (a case of method 1).two individuals where the fitness differences were due

to mutations with large effects. Such replication would With regard to epistasis between beneficial alleles, the
differences in mean log fitness between parents andalso reduce the possibility that variation in the extent

of epistasis occurs, and that one had crossed individuals their offspring in the control crosses should equal that
in the experimental crosses. However, epistasis betweenwhose mutations showed particularly large or small ex-

tents of epistasis. deleterious mutations is predicted to lead to much
greater differences in mean log fitness between parentsWe have used a quadratic function to represent vari-

ous forms of epistasis. One of the advantages of this and their offspring in the experimental crosses (Figure
3) than in the control crosses (Figure 2). Consequently,function is that by varying the parameters it is possible

to consider a wide variety of forms of epistasis: the ratio epistasis between deleterious mutations would lead to
the mean difference between mean offspring log fitnessb/a measures the degree of epistasis (Charlesworth

et al. 1990). Another commonly used function is trunca- and mean parent log fitness differing between the ex-
perimental and the control crosses.tion selection, which is an extreme case of synergistic

epistasis (Kondrashov 1982). With truncation selec- Replication needs to be carried out at the parent level.
This is crucial to avoid pseudoreplication (Hurlberttion, individuals who have less than a certain number

of deleterious mutations (T) have a fitness of 1.0, and 1984) and subsequent false results that could occur for
a number of reasons, such as extreme variation in muta-individuals with T or more mutations have a fitness

of 0. We have not presented results with a truncation tion/epistasis effects (see above), or some particular
gene combination that increased or decreased fitness.function because its extreme properties lead to it not

being useful for the purposes of this paper: (1) all indi- Several lines which have acquired deleterious mutations
independently, through natural or artificial mutation,viduals have a fitness of 1.0 or 0; log (0) cannot be

calculated, and so it is not possible to work on a log should be used. The data from each of these lines should
then either provide a single data point in the analysis,fitness scale; (2) parents must have less than T deleteri-

ous mutations because they are alive and reproducing, or be analyzed by an appropriate nested approach (e.g.,
Crawley 1993, p. 147).and so the fitness of offspring is always equal to or less

than their parents, and (3) skew is maximized when Another issue that needs consideration is the nature
of deleterious mutations present (segregating) in natu-offspring fitness is either very low (lots of 0’s and few

1.0’s) or very high (lots of 1.0’s and few 0’s). ral populations versus the properties of newly arising
deleterious mutations. The problem here is that selec-Experimental design, controls and replication: Our

theoretical results suggest that only method 2 (crossing tion will lead to these two distributions being different.
While it is the latter of these two distributions that istwo individuals with different numbers of deleterious

mutations) can be used to test for epistasis between crucial to estimate, it is the former that may be more
accessible to empirical study. This problem can be re-deleterious mutations. A basic methodology for applying

this to a haploid species would be as follows. Individuals duced if selection is minimized when creating and main-
taining lines with high deleterious mutation loads. Re-with relatively low numbers of deleterious mutations

would come from (base) populations maintained in lated to this, it is also worth noting that if one’s aim
is to test the importance of deleterious mutations inconditions that had minimized the accumulation of del-

eterious mutations: large population size, plenty of op- maintaining sexual reproduction, it is crucial to work
on sexual species: selection may have shaped the distri-portunity for competition and selection, and, if possible,

sexual reproduction. Individuals with relatively large bution of affects in newly arising deleterious mutations
differently in sexual and asexual species.numbers of deleterious mutations would come from

lines which had maximized the accumulation of delete- The results from Chlamydomonas moewussi: Our results
suggest that de Visser et al.’s (1996, 1997a) data do notrious mutations: several generations with single individ-
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provide clear evidence for or against epistasis between scale of measurement. For example, theory has been
developed in terms of discrete generations, where fit-deleterious mutations in C. moewussi. The main problem

is that they used the two methods which we have found ness (w) is the number of offspring in one generation,
and the population grows at a rate wt 5 e log(w)t. However,are unlikely to give clear results. In their first paper (de

Visser et al. 1996), they crossed individuals with similar with overlapping generations, the maximum growth
rate is e rt. This suggests that r plays the role of log (w),numbers of deleterious mutations and compared the

mean log fitness of the two parent lines with their off- and not log (r). In contrast, K may be proportional to
fitness when there is weak density dependent selectionspring (method 1). The main problem with this method

is that the number of the deleterious mutations in the (Charlesworth 1980). In addition, it was necessary to
remove several data points from the analyses becausetwo parents need only differ by a small amount to give

a difference in mean log fitness between parents and growth was continuing or the logistic model did not fit.
This may have biased the results: skew is particularlytheir offspring equal to zero or in the opposite direction

to that predicted with exactly equal numbers of deleteri- sensitive to outliers.
Applying the methodology to diploids: de Visser etous mutations. de Visser et al. (1996) only carried out

one cross for each of their different UV irradiation al. (1996, 1997a) initially suggested that these methods
should be applied to haploids, where the problems oftreatments (i.e., no replication at the parent level), and

we have no idea how ’similar’ the numbers of deleteri- homozygosity and dominance are avoided. Although
easiest to apply in haploids, we believe that this method-ous mutations in the two strains were. This is crucial

because when crossing two lines with ’similar’ numbers ology can also be applied to diploids. One way in which
this would be possible would be if all deleterious muta-of mutations, any result can be explained by any form

of epistasis. In addition, the predicted differences in tions were heterozygous. Individuals with all deleterious
mutations in the heterozygote state could be achievedmean log fitness with method 2 may be undetectably

small (Figure 2). by crossing two individuals with high mutation loads
that carried different deleterious mutations. This wouldIn their second paper (de Visser et al. 1997a) they ex-

amined whether the distribution of log fitness amongst be likely if the individuals came from completely different
populations, and if they had acquired additional deleteri-sexually produced offspring was symmetrical or skewed

(method 3). The most important problem with this ous mutations independently (through naturalor artificial
mutation). These individuals could then be used as themethod is that it is very hard to construct control crosses

where less skew would be expected due to deleterious parents with high mutational loads in method 2.
Another way of applying method 2 is possible with facul-mutations. For example, they found greater skew in the

crosses between individuals that were likely to contain tatively sexual diploid species. Consider two individuals,
A and B, which would have some heterozygote and somemore deleterious mutations, and suggested that this was

indicative of synergistic epistasis. However, our results homozygote deleterious mutations. These individuals
should then be maintained asexually (clonal lineages),suggest that, although the extent of skew initially in-

creases with the number of mutations for very small and additional deleterious mutations acquired indepen-
dently (through natural or artificial mutation). Thesenumbers of deleterious mutations, it then decreases

(Figure 4, A and B). The number of deleterious muta- new mutations should be in the heterozygote state, and
we shall refer to the new individuals with additionaltions in a population at equilibrium depends upon the

mutation rate and the extent of any epistasis between mutations as MA and MB. Two types of crosses should
then be carried out: (1) the original individuals withdeleterious mutations (Crow 1970; Kondrashov 1982;

Charlesworth 1990). This makes it almost impossible each other (A 3 B), and (2) each mutated individual
with the opposite non-mutated (MA 3 B; MB 3 A). Theto make a clear a priori prediction about how the skew

should vary between different crosses. Indeed, the pre- difference between mean offspring and mean parent log
fitness in the first (A 3 B) cross would be due to epistasisdicted equilibrium number of mutations in populations

(Charlesworth 1990; Table 1) is generally enough between deleterious mutations, dominance effects, and
epistasis between beneficial alleles (i.e., all forms of non-to suggest that reasonable levels of synergistic epistasis

would lead to crosses between individuals with greater additive genetic interactions). The difference between
mean offspring and mean parent log fitness in the sec-numbers of deleterious mutations having less skew (Fig-

ure 4, A and B), the opposite direction to that found ond group of crosses (MA 3 B and MB 3 A) would be
the sum of the difference in the first cross (A 3 B) andby de Visser et al. The other general problems for this

method also stand. any epistasis due to the new deleterious mutations. So
any difference between the first and second crosses wouldThere may also have been some problems with the

measures of log fitness used in the two papers. The param- indicate epistasis. Both this and the previous method
should be replicated with different parents, and inde-eters of the logistic growth model, maximum growth

rate (r) and carrying capacity in batch culture (K) were pendent acquisition of additional mutations.
de Visser and Hoekstra (1998) have recently appliedused as the measures of fitness. While these may be

related to fitness, the exact relationship is crucial be- method 3 to diploid species. They tested for skew in
data from the literature on fitness-related traits in sev-cause the tests applied are very dependent upon the
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